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Abstract 

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To attain multi-function and low cost by to generating a resolution control 
signal for controlling the resolution through the use of an external clock signal and a start signal thereby 
realizing resolution switching without the need for provision of a control terminal. 
SOLUTION: A clock pulse and a start pulse received from input terminals 1. 2 are given to a shift 
register 6 to shift a signal in the shift register 6 depending on the clock pulse via a timing generating 
circuit 5. Simultaneously, both external pulses are also given to a resolution control signal generating 
circuit 3. In this case, the start pulse with a pulse width corresponding to a desired resolution is given to 
the circuit 3 whose output control signal is set to a high or a low level depending on the pulse width and 
the output control signal is given to the shift register 6 through a signal line 4. A read pulse from the shift 
register 6 is used to read a signal voltage generated in light receiving elements such as photo-diodes 
through photoelectric conversion in a light receiving element array 7 serially in time series and the signal 
voltage is outputted from an output terminal 18. 
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PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To attain multi-function and 

low cost by to generating a resolution control signal for 

controlling the resolution through the use of an external 

clock signal and a start signal thereby realizing 

resolution switching without the need for provision of a 

control terminal. 

SOLUTION: A clock pulse and a start pulse received 

from input terminals 1, 2 are given to a shift register 6 to 

shift a signal in the shift register 6 depending on the 

clock pulse via a timing generating circuit 5. 

Simultaneously, both external pulses are also given to a 

resolution control signal generating circuit 3. In this case, 

the start pulse with a pulse width corresponding to a 

desired resolution is given to the circuit 3 whose output 

control signal is set to a high or a low level depending on the pulse width and the output 

control signal is given to the shift register 6 through a signal line 4. A read pulse from the shift 

register 6 is used to read a signal voltage generated in light receiving elements such as 

photo-diodes through photoelectric conversion in a light receiving element array 7 serially in 

time series and the signal voltage is outputted from an output terminal 18. 
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* NOTICES * 

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any 
damages caused by the use of this translation. 

1. This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original 
precisely. 
2. **** shows the word which can not be translated. 
3.In the drawings, any words are not translated. 

CLAIMS 

[Claim(s)] 
[Claim 1] Photo-electric-conversion equipment characterized by having a resolution control signal 
generation means to generate the resolution control signal which controls resolution using the input of 
said clock signal and said start signal in the photo-electric-conversion equipment which controls 
actuation by the clock signal and start signal which are inputted from the outside. 
[Claim 2] Said resolution control signal generation means is photo-electric-conversion equipment 
according to claim 1 characterized by generating said resolution control signal by changing the pulse 
width of said start signal. 
[Claim 3] Said resolution control signal generation means is photo-electric-conversion equipment 
according to claim 1 or 2 characterized by generating at least two or more kinds of resolution control 
signals. 
[Claim 4] They are the image sensors characterized by having a resolution control signal generation 
means to generate the resolution control signal with which said photo-electric-conversion equipment 
controls resolution using the input of said clock signal and said start signal in the image sensors which 
mounted two or more photo-electric-conversion equipments which control actuation by the clock signal 
and start signal which are inputted from the outside. 
[Claim 5] Said resolution control signal generation means are the image sensors according to claim 4 
characterized by generating said resolution control signal by changing the pulse width of said start 
signal. 
[Claim 6] Said resolution control signal generation means are image sensors according to claim 4 or 5 
characterized by generating at least two or more kinds of resolution control signals. 
[Claim 7] It is the image input system characterized by to have a photo-electric-conversion equipment 
driving pulse modulation means to by_which said photo-electric-conversion equipment driving means 
inputs a resolution switch signal in the image input system possessing photo-electric-conversion 
equipment equipped with the photo-electric-conversion equipment driving means which controls 
actuation of photo-electric-conversion equipment by outputting a clock signal and a start signal, and a 
resolution control signal generation means generate the resolution control signal which controls 
resolution using the input of said clock signal and said start signal. 

[Translation done.] 

http://www4.ipdl jpo.go.jp/cgi-bin/tran_web_cgi_ejje?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww4.ipdl.jpo^ 4/20/2004 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[Detailed Description of the Invention] 
[0001] 
[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to-dimensional [ which has a resolution switch function / 
1 ], the photo-electric-conversion equipment which prepared the start signal input terminal and the clock 
signal input terminal in the two-dimensional photo-electric-conversion chip, the contact type image 
sensor which mounted two or more them, and the image read-out system using it. 
[0002] 

[Description of the Prior Art] Development of the contact type image sensor using a twice system, such 
as having multi-momited CCD using contraction optical system and two or more semi-conductor 
photosensor chips in the field of the photo-electric-conversion equipment of a single dimension in recent 
years, is performed positively, a user switches the resolution of roughness and fineness in accordance 
with use conditions, and the contact type image sensor which can read an image is also proposed. 
[0003] Drawing 7 is the circuit diagram of the integrated circuit for contact type image sensors proposed 
by JP,5-227362,A. In this conventional technique, when a control terminal (125) is prepared in an 
image-sensors chip and a user inputs the signal of Hi or Lo into that terminal, a shift register is 
controlled and resolution is switched. 
[0004] If an outline is explained about the contact type image sensor hung up over drawing 7 , a start 
pulse SI and a clock pulse CLK will be supplied to the shift register group 104. If shift register group 
104a is started by the start pulse SI, the output will be inputted into channel select switch 103 a through 
N0R-gatel21a and AND-gate 120a, will turn this ON, and will take out the signal fi-om photocell la to 
signal-line 107a. Other shift registers 104b-104f carry out sequential starting, and output the signal fi-om 
each photocells lOlb-1011. to 107a and 107b. 
[0005] Here, if the control signal Hi is inputted into the control signal input terminal 125, analog 
switches 110a, 110b, 122a, and 122b will be changed, and a picture signal will be acquired by the image 
output terminal 111 by 16 dot [/mm ] the consistency of reading. Moreover, if the control signal Lo is 
inputted into the control signal input terminal 125, analog switch 110a will always be in an ON state, 
and a picture signal will be acquired from photocell 101a by the image output terminal 111 by 8 dot 
[/mm ] the consistency of reading of the one half of 1011. of the whole. 
[0006] That is, in case an output picture signal is taken out outside, a part can be made to thin out and 
output with a control signal, although 1011. of total is always operating from photocell 101a on Sensor 
IC. Therefore, what the voltage level of a picture signal becomes always fixed, the configuration of the 
image-processing circuit of this image-sensors latter part is the conventional thing, and correspondence 
of it is attained for is indicated. 
[0007] 

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, since the above-mentioned conventional contact 
type image sensor multi-mounts two or more chips on a mounting substrate, it has the problem that a 
manufacturing cost becomes high, by using the above-mentioned conventional technique. 
[0008] That is, since the number of terminals required for a resolution switch increases and a wire- 
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bonding process increases, one is the problem that these image sensors carry out a cost rise. 
[0009] When the example of the conventional technique is given, also at the lowest, a terminal required 
for the signal transduction of a chip and the exterior Six (the start pulse output terminal SO connected to 
the supply voltage input terminals VDD and GND of photo-electric-conversion equipment, the start 
pulse input terminals SI and CLK of photo-electric-conversion equipment 1 chip, and the start pulse 
input terminal SI of degree chip, and a picture signal) per one chip The output terminal SIG to output is 
required, and if 15 chips are multi-mounting at one train, a total of 90 wirebonding is required. When 
using the above-mentioned conventional technique for this, supposing one wirebonding per further 1 
chip is added for a control terminal required for a resolution switch, a total of 105 wirebonding is 
needed. 
[0010] Moreover, since wiring on a mounting substrate increases, it is not avoided that a mounting 
substrate becomes large compared with the case where there is no control terminal, but it also has the 
cost rise produced by newly preparing wiring of a control terminal on a mounting substrate further. 
[0011] Therefore, when realizing a resolution switch of a contact type image sensor using the 
conventional technique, the problem that a manufacturing cost will become high is not avoided as 
compared with the case where there is no resolution switch. 
[0012] (The purpose of invention) Without preparing a control terminal as shown in the above- 
mentioned conventional technique, the purpose of this invention is what proposes the new configuration 
which realizes a resolution switch of photo-electric-conversion equipment, and is to offer photo-electric- 
conversion equipment cheap at various functions. 
[0013] 
[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to solve the above-mentioned problem, the photo-electric- 
conversion equipment of this invention is characterized by having a resolution control signal generation 
means to generate the resolution control signal which controls resolution using the input of said clock 
signal and said start signal in the photo-electric-conversion equipment which controls actuation by the 
clock signal and start signal which are inputted from the outside. 
[0014] Moreover, in the image sensors which mounted two or more photo-electric-conversion 
equipments which control actuation by the clock signal and start signal into which the image sensors of 
this invention are inputted from the outside, said photo-electric-conversion equipment is characterized 
by having a resolution control signal generation means to generate the resolution control signal which 
controls resolution using the input of said clock signal and said start signal. 
[0015] Furthermore, when the image input system of this invention outputs a clock signal and a start 
signal, said photo-electric-conversion equipment driving means is characterized by to have a photo- 
electric-conversion equipment driving pulse modulation means input a resolution switch signal in the 
image input system possessing photo-electric-conversion equipment equipped with the photo-electric- 
conversion equipment driving means which controls actuation of photo-electric-conversion equipment, 
and a resolution control signal generation means generate the resolution control signal which controls 
resolution using the input of said clock signal and said start signal. 
[0016] (Operation) This invention has a resolution switch function, without preparing a control terminal, 
in order to generate the control signal of a resolution switch using the clock signal and start signal of 
photo-electric-conversion equipment indispensable to motion control. 
[0017] 
[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, the operation gestalt of this invention is explained using a 
drawing. 
[0018] (Operation gestaU 1) Drawing 1 is the circuit block diagram of one chip containing the 
optoelectric transducer in the photo-electric-conversion equipment in the operation gestalt 1 of this 
invention. 
[0019] In drawing 1 , the photo-electric-conversion chip containing an optoelectric transducer the clock 
(CLK) input terminal 1 which inputs a clock pulse from the exterior — and A start pulse The start pulse 
to input (SP) the control signal according to an input terminal 2 and resolution The signal generation 
circuit 3 to generate and its control signal It consists of a timing generating circuit 5 which generates the 
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timing which operates the signal line (phiM) 4 to output, a shift register 6, and a shift register, a photo 
detector array 7 which carries out photo electric conversion, and an output terminal 18 which takes out 
the output of each optoelectric transducer. 
[0020] Below, actuation of this operation gestah is explained. 
[0021] In order to operate photo-electric-conversion equipment, a clock pulse is supplied for a start 
pulse to a shift register 6 through the timing generating circuit 5 again through the clock (CLK) input 
terminal 1 through the start pulse (SP) input terminal 2, respectively fi-om the exterior of an optoelectric 
transducer. A shift register 6 shifts a signal according to a clock. 
[0022] Moreover, the above-mentioned start pulse and a clock are inputted also into the signal 
generation circuit 3. Here, a start pulse is inputted with the pulse width according to the resolution of 
hope by a user's selection, and control signal phiM is set to Hi or Lo with this input pulse width of face. 
Control signal phiM generated in the signal generation circuit 3 is supplied to a shift register 6 through a 
signal line 4. About the control signal supplied to this shift register 6, it mentions later using drawing 2 . 
[0023] Furthermore, that the shift register 6 of this operation gestalt should just be a circuit which it 
shifts 1 bit at a time according to a clock Using what ftirthermore advanced, for example, consisted of 
shift register blocks is also considered. When it consists of shift register blocks which are 8-pixel 1 
block concretely, at the time of high resolution, the photoelectrical load of an optoelectric transducer is 
read by 2 pixels 1 bit by 2-pixel addition in the time of 1-pixel 1 bit and a low resolution. In addition, a 
capacitive component rate addition method can be used in this case, and it is indicated by JP,4-4682,A 
about this, for example. 
[0024] Moreover, in the photo detector array 7, the signal level generated by photo electric conversion in 
photo detectors, such as non-illustrated photo diode, is serially read by the read-out pulse fi'om a shift 
register 6, and is outputted fi-om an output terminal 18. 
[0025] Drawing 2 is the representative circuit schematic of the signal generation circuit 3 shown in 
drawing 1 , and drawing 3 is the timing chart of the signal generation circuit 3 shown in drawing 2 . 
[0026] 8 and 9 in drawing are the delay circuit of the signal generation circuit 3 interior. This circuit is 
used in order to obtain the pulse wave of the A point shown in drawing 3 , it sets an A point to Hi fi*om 
the down edge of a start pulse at the time of fixed time amount progress, detects Hi or Lo of the clock at 
that time, and controls a resolution control signal. 
[0027] It explains mixing the wave in e points fi*om a points which took up in order to use the timing 
chart of drawing 3 and to acquire the wave in the A point in drawing about actuation of the signal 
generation circuit 3 next. 

[0028] Moreover, in this operation gestalt, for example, the time delay of a delay circuit 9 is set to about 
100ns for the time delay of a delay circuit 8 for about 200ns, the clock is set to 500ns, and according to 
resolution, a start pulse changes pulse width and inputs it into photo-electric-conversion equipment. 
[0029] The start pulse inputted into the signal generation circuit 3 is first delayed by a points for 200ns 
by the delay circuit 8, and is fiirther delayed by b points for 100ns by the delay circuit 9. In c points, it 
starts to b and coincidence according to a points and b points by the NAND circuit, and falls to a points 
and coincidence. In the A point which became c points and reverse, therefore went through the AND 
circuit, to falling of a start pulse, it starts after the time delay of a delay circuit 8, and the pulse which 
falls with the pulse width of a delay circuit 9 is generated in e points. 
[0030] By the pulse of this A point, the clock pulse which went through the buffer is sampled in a 
switching circuit, the value at that time is held to a capacitor, and control signal phiM is outputted. 
[0031] Therefore, the pulse of the pulse width to which the start pulse SP inputted into the signal 
generation circuit 3 deserves the time delay of a delay circuit 9 after time delay progress of a delay 
circuit 8 from the time of the down edge of a start pulse in an A point is generated. 
[0032] That is, it becomes possible, since it starts to a fixed period to the down edge of a start pulse in 
an A point to control the condition of a resolution control signal by whether a clock is sampled at the 
time of Hi, or it samples at the time of Lo, since it becomes possible to make it change by controlling the 
down edge of a start pulse of the location of the pulse. At the time of a sampling, when a clock is Lo, a 
control signal is specifically maintained to Lo with the capacitor in drawing 2 , and on the other hand, 
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when a clock is Hi, this signal is too set to Hi with a capacitor. 
[0033] In the scanning line 19 which the above-mentioned signal is supplied to a shift register 6 next, 
and connects with the photo detector array 7, although it reads the one scanning line at a time one by one 
at the time of high resolution, at the time of a low resolution, the two adjoining scanning lines are read 
as 1 set, the configuration which reads the following 1 set continuously is taken, and, thereby, a 
resolution switch is carried out. 
[0034] In addition, although the delay circuit of CR which used resistance and capacity is used for the 
delay circuits 8 and 9 in this operation gestalt, the delay circuit in which two or more steps of inverters 
were formed so that the same result might be obtained is sufficient as them. Furthermore, in this 
operation gestalt, it is not limited to this numeric value that what is necessary is just to define the time 
delay of a delay circuit 1 according to the period of a clock pulse although the time delay of about 200ns 
and a delay circuit 2 is set to about 100ns. 
[0035] Furthermore, in this operation gestalt 1, although the photo detector array 7 is formed in the 
resolution of 600dpi at the time of Lo, it has composition which the resolution of 300dpi is chosen and 
can read a signal by the change of the conversion signal of resolution when this control signal is set to 
Hi. 
[0036] The relation between a resolution control signal and resolution is illustrated below. 
[0037] 
Resolution control signal Resolution Lo 600dpiHi A means which is 300dpi to generate the signal of 
[high level/low level] from a start pulse and a clock to arbitration using other means may be used for this 
operation gestalt, and it is not limited to this operation gestalt. Moreover, although the example of 
[600dpi / 300dpi] was shown in [high level/low level] also about resolution, it is applicable similarly in 
the resolution of [400dpi / 200dpi], for example. Moreover, the number of resolution hung up above is 
instantiation, and a setup of it is possible for arbitration in accordance with the purposes, such as a user. 
[0038] Furthermore, it is possible not only the photo-electric-conversion equipment used for a contact 
type image sensor but to apply this invention to resolution control of an area sensor. 
[0039] (Operation gestalt 2) Drawing 4 is the circuit block diagram of the photo-electric-conversion 
equipment in the operation gestalt 2 of this invention, and drawing 5 is the timing chart of a signal 
generation circuit. 
[0040] In drawing 4 , the photo-electric-conversion chip whose operation gestalt of this contains an 
optoelectric transducer Signal generation circuit 3* which generates the control signal according to the 
start pulse SP input terminal 2 which inputs the clock CLK input terminal 1 and start pulse which input a 
clock pulse from the exterior, and resolution, And the signal It consists of photo detector arrays 7 for the 
timing generating circuit 5 which generates the timing which operates two kinds of signal lines (phiMl) 
10 and 11 (phiM2) to read, the shift register 6 which shifts a signal one by one according to a clock 
pulse, and a shift register 6, and photo electric conversion. 
[0041] Hereafter, actuation of this operation gestalt is explained. 
[0042] First, the start pulse as which a start pulse and a clock pulse are supplied to signal generation 
circuit 3*, and are inputted into signal generation circuit 3* like the above-mentioned operation gestalt 1 
changes the pulse width according to resolution, and inputs it into photo-electric-conversion equipment. 
[0043] In this operation gestalt 2, by generating a resolution switch signal with the number of clock 
pulses into which a start pulse is inputted at the period of Hi, signal generation circuit 3' outputs four 
kinds of resolution switch signals, and inputs them into a shift register 6. 
[0044] Especially the shift register 6 is not what is limited here. Like the above-mentioned operation 
gestalt 1 for example If four kinds of this resolution is made into resolution 1-4 when it consists of 8- 
pixel blocks [ shift register ] which are 1 block the time of resolution 1 -- the time of 1-pixel 1 bit and 
resolution 2 - 2-pixel addition - at the time of 2-pixel 1 bit and resolution 3, the signal is read by 8 
pixels 1 bit by 8-pixel addition in the time of 4-pixel 1 bit and resolution 4 by 4-pixel addition. 
[0045] Moreover, in the photo detector array 7, it reads from a shift register, and the signal level 
generated by photo electric conversion in photo detectors, such as non-illustrated photo diode, is serially 
read by the pulse, and is outputted from an output terminal 18. 
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[0046] Drawing 5 is the timing chart of the clock pulse CLK in each resolution, a start pulse SP, and a 
control signal (phiMl, phiM2). 
[0047] When the number of the clocks inputted with the pulse width of a start pulse in order for a start 
pulse to change the pulse width according to resolution as above-mentioned and to input differs and a 
control signal phiMl and phiM2 use a decoder etc. according to it, it is made to be set to Hi or Lo, 
respectively. In the case of resolution 1, in the case of resolution 2, the scanning line 19 for [ every ] for 
the electrical potential difference by which controlled the shift register 6 by the control signal phiMl and 
change of phiM2, and photo electric conversion was carried out in the photo detector array 7 as 2 sets 
[ 1 ] The resolution switch is realized by reading [ in the case of resolution 3 ] as 4 sets [ 1 ] as 3 sets 
[ 1 ] in the case of resolution 4. In addition, in this operation gestalt, the photo-electric-conversion 
equipment shown in drawing 4 is 30 chip multi-mounted on a ceramic mounting substrate, and the 
contact type image sensor is formed. 
[0048] Here, since it will be necessary to prepare two signal lines on a mounting substrate when a 
control signal terminal is prepared in each photo-electric-conversion equipment, in the former, mounting 
substrate width of face was able to be mounted on the mounting substrate of 8mm width of face by 
removing the unnecessary terminal of control terminal 125 grade, when the photo-electric-conversion 
equipment of this operation gestalt was used to having been required 10mm. Moreover, by this 
invention, when it thinks that it prepares two input terminals of a start pulse and a clock pulse at a time 
in 15 chips like the operation gestalt 1 to the case where a control signal terminal is prepared in each 
photo-electric-conversion equipment, the 60 number of wirebonding can be lessened as a contact type 
image sensor, and cheap photo-electric-conversion equipment can be realized. 
[0049] In addition, in this operation gestalt, although the photo detector array 7 shows the example 
formed in the resolution of 1200dpi, it has composition which the resolution of 600dpi, 300dpi, and 
150dpi is chosen as a control signal (phiMl) and a control signal (phiM2), and can read a signal to them 
more. However, the numeric value of resolution is instantiation and it carmot be overemphasized that it 
is not limited to this. 
[0050] In addition, it illustrates below by considering the above-mentioned control signal and relation of 
resolution as reference. 
[0051] 
Resolution mode A control signal Resolution phiMl phiM2 Resolution ILL 1200dpi Resolution 2 H L 
600dPi(s) Resolution 3 L H 300dPi(s) Resolution 4 H H 150 dPi, further, although this operation gestalt 
has realized four kinds of resolution concretely with two kinds of control signals The number of 
resolution signals is instantiation and it is also possible to obtain further much resolution with the 
number of the resolution signals of arbitration. In the future by technical progress Rather than current 
resolution, it is also considered that the resolution of high density is obtained further and it can assume 
obtaining much resolution according to a request of the user at that time. 
[0052] (Operation gestalt 3) Drawing 6 is the image input system using the photo-electric-conversion 
equipment explained in the operation gestalt 1 or the operation gestalt 2. 
[0053] Image **************    ^^ns operation gestalt 3 consists of a driving pulse modulation means 

15 inside [ driving means 14 ] the above modulate the clock which inputs into the driving means 14 
which controls actuation of photo-electric-conversion equipment, a signal generation means 3 generate 
the signal which changes resolution, using this clock signal and this start signal as an input signal or the 
photo-electric-conversion equipment which has 3', and photo-electric-conversion equipment, and a start 
pulse, and the light source 13, by outputting a clock signal and a start signal. 
[0054] Next, actuation of this operation gestalt is explained. 
[0055] The width of face of a start pulse is modulated by making pulse width fluctuate using a logical 
circuit using the driving pulse modulation means 15 which is outputted from extemal CPU 17, for 
example, is in a driving means 14 about the 2-bit resolution switch signal inputted from two signal lines. 

[0056] That is, whether the driving pulse modulation means 15 inputs Lo signal for whether Hi signal is 
inputted into photo-electric-conversion equipment adjusts the vddth of face of a start pulse. For example, 
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when inputting Hi signal, it is short, and in the case of Lo signal, it compares with Hi signal, the width 
of face of a start pulse is set up for a long time, and the pulse width of a start pulse is inputted into 
photo-electric-conversion equipment 20. 
[0057] Moreover, in the driving means 14, as other functions, a scan is made to start from CPU17, or in 
response to the fact that motorised, the light source, a sensor drive, etc. are driven. Moreover, photo- 
electric-conversion equipment 20 is the same as that of what was explained with the operation gestalt 1. 
[0058] Furthermore, the made signal is incorporated by CPU 17 by the path cord by which, as for the 
output signal from photo-electric-conversion equipment 20, processing of waveform shaping, a shading 
compensation, dark amendment, etc. was made with the signal-processing means 16, and after that and 
processing were connected to CPU17. The light source 13 irradiates the object section using the 3 light 
sources of red, green, and blue at the time of color picture read-out of the source of the white light at the 
time of monochrome image read-out. 
[0059] In addition, since the start pulse inputted into photo-electric-conversion equipment 20 modulates 
the pulse width of a start pulse by a user's selection with a driving pulse modulation means and it inputs 
with Hi or Lo signal, the actuation explained in the above-mentioned operation gestahen 1 and 2 is 
obtained, and photo-electric-conversion equipment 20 can realize image input system which has photo- 
electric-conversion equipment which reduces terminals and has a resolution switch means. 
[0060] 
[Effect of the Invention] Since the control terminal for the required resolution switch becomes 
unnecessary with the above-mentioned conventional technique since a resolution control signal 
generation means to by_which this invention considers a clock signal and a start signal as an input has 
established as shown above, and it becomes that it is possible in adding a resolution switch function, 
without raising a manufacturing cost since it becomes possible to manufacture like the conventional 
photo-electric-conversion equipment which does not have a resolution switch fimction consequently, it 
is greatest in the effectiveness. In addition, if it takes into consideration creating the photo-electric- 
conversion equipment which can choose much resolution in the fixture, much more effectiveness is 
expectable. 

[Translation done.] 
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